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1. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM AND RESULTS, 
EXAMPLES AND MOTIVATION 
In the complex general linear group GL(n, d=), consisting of all n x n 
nonsingular complex matrices, each matrix A is an exponential. That is, 
there exists some complex matrix (log A) for which the corresponding 
l-parameter group exp(t log A) in GL(n, C) passes through A at t = 1. 
For the real general linear group GL(n, R) such a result must fail because 
GL(n, IR) is not a connected Lie group. However, even for the real special 
linear group S’L(n, R), the connected subgroup of GL(n, R) of all matrices 
with determinant + 1, not every matrix A E S’L(n, 02) lies on a 1 -param- 
eter subgroup of SL(n, R). Yet, for each A E SL(n, R) the matrix A2 
must lie on a l-parameter subgroup of SL(n, R), as is well known. 
In this paper we consider the problem of passing a l-parameter 
subgroup through a matrix A within a prescribed matrix Lie group @ 
(or equivalently, the problem of obtaining a logarithm of A within the 
Lie algebra of a). Our main result asserts that for an algehaic matrix 
group 02 (as defined below) each matrix A E 6! has some positive integral 
power AP that lies on a l-parameter subgroup of GZ. The force of the 
statement is that the l-parameter subgroup through AP lies within G?!. 
Thus, provided a is an algebraic Lie group, the range of the exponen- 
tial map in G!! meets each discrete semigroup {A, A2, A3,...) generated by 
a matrix A E CZ. Of course this implies that some negative integral power 
{A-l, A-2, A-3,...} 1 1 a so ies on a l-parameter subgroup of GZ. 
We present some examples below to emphasize the nature of the 
hypotheses and conclusions of our theory. For each positive integer P > 1 
we provide an example of a connected algebraic group a C GL(n, [w) 
and a matrix A E 67 such that no one of the matrices A, A2, A3,..., AP-1 
lies on any l-parameter subgroup of a. Also we give an example of a 
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connected Lie group Y C GL(n, aB) and a matrix A E Y such that no 
positive integral power of A lies on any l-parameter subgroup of Y 
(evidently Y is not an algebraic group). 
EXAMPLE 1. In the complex special linear group SL(n, @), consisting 
of all 12 x 71 complex matrices with determinant + 1, it is easy to find 
matrices A that lie on no l-parameter subgroup of SL(n, @). For instance 
take n = 2 and consider the matrix A = (-i -3. To show that A does 
not lie on a l-parameter subgroup of SL(2, @), it is sufficient to show 
that A has no square-root in SL(2, @). But any such candidate for AlI2 
must be similar to either (a :) or (-t -i), neither with determinant + 1, 
because (A1/2)2 = A is an irreducible matrix whose Jordan canonical 
form is not diagonal. However, note that 
A2 = (:, -;, = (; ;, + (g -;, = z - 2N 
has a logarithm 
log(Z - 2N) = -(2N) - Q(2N)2 - 9(2N)” - *** = -2N, 
so 
expt(i -i) = (A -F) 
lies in SL(2, @) and passes through A2 when t = 1. 
In the same spirit consider the group SL(n, @) and the matrix A = 
aI + N, where 01 is a primitive n-th root of unity and N is the nilpotent 
matrix with entries of 1 on the first superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
Then A, A2, A3 ,..., An-l each fails to possess an n-th root in SL(n, C); 
since any such candidate, say (A3)lln; must have all its eigenvalues the 
same complex number a31n in order that (As/n)% = A3 exhibit the 
required nilpotency. Therefore A, A2, A3,..., Am-l each fails to lie on 
any l-parameter subgroup of SL(n, @). Yet A” is a unipotent matrix 
(differs from identity I by a nilpotent matrix), and it does lie on a 
l-parameter subgroup of SL(n, @), and hence the sought power P = n 
for the matrix A. 
If we wish to exhibit this same phenomenon within a real algebraic 
matrix group a, we embed GL(n, @) topologically and isomorphically in 
GL(2n, W) in the customary manner. That is, for each matrix 
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(C + D) E GL(n, C) with real n x n matrices C and D, we assign the 
matrix 
(C + iD)? = (-g g) in GL(2n, R). 
Since 
det(C + ;D),. = 1 det(C + Q/“, 
the subgroup SL(n, C) maps onto some image GZ C SL(2n, R). Namely, 
Q? is the group of all 2n x 2n real matrices of the form (-g g), with the 
further condition det(C + iD) = 1. Since the real and imaginary parts 
of det(C + iD) are each real polynomials in the entries of C and D, 
we conclude that GY is an algebraic group. In fact, the image of any 
algebraic subgroup of GL(n, C) is an algebraic subgroup of GL(2n, R), 
being defined by real polynomial conditions. 
In particular the matrix A = cul + NE SL(n, @) maps to some 
matrix A^ E 0Z. Since SL(n, C) is isomorphic to Q!, none of the matrices 
A, AZ,..., k-l lies on any l-parameter subgroup of a. We emphasize 
that M is a connected Lie subgroup of SL(2n, W) and Q? is an algebraic 
group defined by polynomial identities. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the solvable Lie group 9’ C GL(4, R) of all 
matrices of the form 
cos 27Tt sin 2d 0 r 
-sin 2d cos 27ft 0 s 
0 0 1 t 
0 0 0 1 
for all real triples (I, s, t). Then Y is homeomorphic with R3, since 9’ 
can be globally coordinatized as a Lie group by (Y, s, t). We shall show 
that the matrix A with coordinates (1, 0, I), and also all the positive 
integral powers of A, will fail to lie on any l-parameter subgroup of Y. 
The general element of the Lie algebra t(Y) has the form 
-27~ 0 0 b 
for real numbers [a, b, c]. A matrix (Y, s, 1) E Y lies in the range of the 
exponential map, that is (Y, s, 1) E exp e(Y), only if c = 1. Further, 
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using the exponential series, we compute exp[a, b, I] = (0, 0, 1). Thus 
A = (1, 0, 1) fails to lie on any l-parameter subgroup of Y.-Similarly, 
consider A” = (P, 0, I’) for fixed P = 1, 2, 3,..., so AP has only matrices 
[a, b, P] as candidates for logarithms in t(Y). Again compute 
exp[a, b, P] = (0, 0, P) and so AP 4 exp e(9), for each positive integer P. 
Of course, this result implies that no non-zero integral power of A lies on 
a l-parameter subgroup of 9’. 
The motivation for our investigation of exponentials and logarithms in 
algebraic matrix groups arose in a study of periodic orbits of ordinary 
differential equations. Since this interrelation is somewhat unexpected, 
we now offer a minor expository excursion to explain the origins of our 
problem. 
Remarks on exponentials in matrix groups, and periodic orbits in dynamics. 
Consider a vector ordinary differential system 
where the real n-vector functionf(x) E Cl for x = (x1, x2,..., x”) E IFP. 
Assume the Jacobian (af/a x x is in a specified matrix Lie algebra /at )( ) 
each point x E R a, For instance, in the example of a Hamiltonian dynam- 
ical system Z, the algebra / consists of all real Hamiltonian matrices, 
as described below. 
Let x = y(t) be a periodic solution of Z in W, with minimal positive 
period T, say T = 1. Then the variational equation based on p)(t) is a 
linear differential system in BP, 
where the variation w(t) represents the “linearized deviation” of a 
nearby solution x(t) of Z from the given periodic orbit v(t). The con- 
tinuous 71 x n matrix a(t) = (af/ax)(y(t)) belongs always to the Lie 
algebra /, and this implies that the fundamental solution matrix a(t), 
defined by 
6 = a(t)@ and Q(O) = I, 
belongs always to the corresponding Lie group 9 generated by exp /. 
For instance, in the case of a Hamiltonian system Z the group 9 is 
the real symplectic group Sp(n, R), as described below. 
Since a(t) is periodic, that is a(t + 1) = u(t), the Floquet reduction 
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(see [I]) leads to an autonomous differential system in place of A. That is, 
define a change of variables in the variational system A by 
v  = IFl( or v  = H(t)v, 
where the continuous matrix n(t) = Q(t) e-6b and b is any complex 
logarithm of @( 1) so 
b = log@(l) or eb = CD(l). 
It is easy to verify the periodicity n(t + 1) = n(t), and to verify that v 
must be a solution of the autonomous linear differential system in [Wn, 
1; = bv SO v(t) = etbv(0). 
Thus we can obtain information concerning the behavior of the variations 
v(t) = IT(t) v(t) in terms of v(t) and the periodic matrix n(t). This is 
the familiar approach to the analysis of the stability of the periodic orbit 
y(t) of Z, and we do not pursue this dynamical theory further. 
Note that the 71 x n matrix log @( 1) and the resulting coordinate 
transformation from z1 to v, may involve complex coordinates. If we seek 
to perform the Floquet reduction by a real coordinate transformation, 
we can use Q(2) = @(1)2 and choose b = (l/2) log Q(2) as a real matrix. 
In this case elb is a l-parameter subgroup of GL(n, R) and n(t) = 
Q(t) CY-“~ is a real matrix. While this procedure leads to a real transforma- 
tion matrix n(t), we can assure only that n(t) has a period of 2. In terms 
of the geometry of the flow of Z in R”, we have introduced a double 
covering of a tubular neighborhood of the periodic orbit x = v(t), 
wherein we analyse the variations about this orbit and the corresponding 
stability of motion. 
In case GL(n, R) is replaced by a specified matrix Lie group 3’ in our 
study, we shall be guaranteed the Floquet reduction with periodic matrix 
n(t) in 9, provided that 9 is an algebraic group. That is, the matrix 
@( l)p, for some integer P > 1, lies on a l-parameter subgroup etb in the 
algebraic group, and so n(t + P) = II(t) lies in 9 for each real t. 
Let us examine the above construction for the case of a Hamiltonian 
system Z, where we denote the canonical coordinates by (x, y) in Rzn. 
Then 
‘r) A? = aHlay, j = --H/ax 
for a prescribed real Hamiltonian function H(xl,..., P, yl,..., y”) = H(x, y) 
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in class C2 in R2”. If we write the coordinates in R2” as z = (x, y), then 
the Hamiltonian system Z becomes 
for the standard 2n x 272 matrix J = (j i). Thus the corresponding 
Jacobian matrix 
lies everywhere in the Lie algebra sp(2n, W) of all real Hamiltonian 
matrices-recall, &2n, W) is the algebra of all real 2n x 2n matrices of 
the form JS, where S is symmetric and so equals its transpose S’. 
Now assume that Z has a periodic orbit .z = y(t) in lR2n, with 
cp(t + 1) = v(t). c onsider the linear differential equati-on in R212 for the 
variation w = (u, V) from the periodic orbit z = p)(t), that is, 
A) ti = a(t)w or 
0 
! = J 
0, g (v(t)) (@- 
Then a(t) = J(i32H/ik tkz)(~(t)) is a continuous Hamiltonian matrix, 
which is periodic so a(t + 1) E a(t). Then the fundamental solution 
matrix G(t) of /1 lies always in the Lie group Sp(2n, R) of real symplectic 
matrices-recall, Sp(2n, R) consists of the subgroup of GL(2n, W) of all 
matrices Y for which YJY’ = J. 
We seek a real logarithm b of @(I), or perhaps of some positive integral 
power @(l)p = G(P), with b E sp(2n, R) so that efb is a l-parameter 
subgroup of Sp(2n, R). I n such a case the Floquet transformation would 
be symplectic, that is, a canonical transformation in the language of 
classical mechanics. An appropriate logarithm of Q(2) was constructed 
by Y. Sibuya in a paper [6] treating this problem for a certain class of 
matrix groups defined by quadratic polynomial identities (e.g., !PJ!P’= J). 
It was this investigation that motivated our considerations of exponen- 
tials in algebraic matrix groups. In the next section we define the basic 
concepts and list the basic properties of algebraic matrix groups. We 
then present an abstract nonconstructive proof for the existence of a 
suitable power P for a matrix A in an abelian algebraic group. In the 
third section we take a more concrete computational approach and 
estimate P in terms of the eigenvalues of A. 
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2. EXPONENTIALS IN ABELIAN ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
The matrix group GL(n, R) is topologized as a metrizable space by 
identifying the set of all real n x n matrices with the Euclidean vector 
space Rn2. Then GL(n, R) is an open subset of IR”“, and is disconnected 
by the set of singular matrices. With this metric topology GL(n, R) is a 
Lie group whose identity component GL+(n, R) has index 2. Any 
(relatively) closed subgroup of GL(n, R) is also a Lie group whose 
manifold topology coincides with the inherited metric topology. 
However there is another important topology, the Zariski or Z- 
topology, imposed on R n2 by specifying the Z-closed sets to be the real 
algebraic varieties in the affine space I&P’. Since the determinant of a 
matrix is a real polynomial in its component entries, the singular matrices 
d form a Z-closed set and GL(n, R) is a Z-open subset of KY”. Surprisingly, 
GL(n, R) as well as SL(n, R) is Z-connected. Note that the Z-topology 
is non-Hausdorff, although T,-separation holds, and the group operations 
in GL(n, R) are Z-continuous in each variable separately. In this sense 
GL(n, R) is a Z-topological group, see [4]. In particular, the Z-closure 
in GL(n, R) of any abelian subgroup is an abelian subgroup. 
The algebraic matrix groups (or linear algebraic groups, or briefly- 
algebraic groups [2, 3, 51) are the subgroups of GL(n, R) that are (rela- 
tively) Z-closed in GL(n, R). For instance S’L(n, R) is an algebraic group, 
but not GL+(n, R). In greater detail, an algebraic matrix group Gi! is a 
subgroup of GL(n, R), which is the intersection of GL(n, R) with an 
algebraic variety V of lP” (where V is defined as the totality of zeros in 
Rne for a finite set of real polynomials in n2 variables). Naturally an 
algebraic subgroup r9! C GL(n, [w) is also a Lie group since O/ is also 
closed in the (relative) metric topology of GL(n, R). 
We recall that an algebraic variety .V is the union of a finite number of 
Z-components, as follows from the Hilbert Basis Theorem [8]. A more 
difficult theorem of Whitney [7] shows that a real variety I’ has only a 
finite number of metric components (possibly more than for Z-compo- 
nents since each metric connected set is Z-connected). Moreover 
Whitney proved that for each subvariety V’ C V, the set V - I” has 
only a finite number of metric components. Accordingly, an algebraic 
group Cz = V n GL(n, R) = V - V’, where I” = V r\ d contains the 
singular matrices in V, and so CY has only a finite number of metric 
components. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ol be an abelian algebraic subgroup of GL(n, R). Then 
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there existsa positive integer P such that AP lies on some 1 -parameter subgroup 
of CZ, for every matrix A E 6Z. Moreover P is independent of the matrix 
AEGZ. 
Proof. Since GZ is an algebraic matrix group, we can write GZ = 
I/ n GL(n, R), where Y is an algebraic variety in UPa. Thus Q = V - V’, 
where I” = V n d is the algebraic variety defined as the locus of 
intersection of V with the set d of singular matrices. By Whitney’s 
theorem G! has only a finite number of components, say P > 1, in the 
metric space Pe. Therefore GZ can be considered as a closed Lie subgroup 
of GL(n, R), with P components. 
Let a0 be the metric component of the identity of GY, which is con- 
sidered as a Lie group. Then GYO is open and closed in the Lie group a, 
and so GY/GY, is a group of finite order P. A matrix A E a must then have 
its power AP in ol, . 
Now UZO is a connected abelian Lie group. Hence 172~ is a vector group, 
or some product of lines and circles. In any case the exponential map 
for O’ZO is surjective. Thus AP lies on a l-parameter subgroup of CYO C a, 
as required. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let asl, be an algebraic subgroup of GL(n, Iw). Then for 
each matrix A E a, there exists a positive integer P = P(A) such that AP 
lies on a l-parameter subgroup of CS!, .
Proof. Consider the cyclic group generated by A, and denote its 
Z-closure in GL(n, W) by GZ. Then 6Y is an abelian algebraic subgroup of 
GZr . Hence for some P = P(A) the power AP lies on a l-parameter 
subgroup of a, and P depends only on the group a. Thus AP lies on a 
l-parameter subgroup of fl, , as required. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is also valid for abelian algebraic subgroups 
of GL(n, C). This follows from the isomorphic embedding of GL(n, C) 
into GL(2n, R), as in Example 1 above. 
Remark 2. Consider an algebraic subgroup a1 of GL(n, R) defined 
by a finite set of quadratic matrix conditions, namely X E O!r in case 
XI&x = Kl , 1 = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
where Ki ,..., K, are fixed nonsingular real n x n matrices. Then 
det X = f 1 for each matrix in GY, , and clearly 6Yr is an algebraic 
subgroup of GL(n, R). For each matrix A E 81, let 67 be the Z-closure in 
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02, of the cyclic group generated by A. Then 0L is an abelian algebraic 
group, and so some positive integral power P of A lies on a l-parameter 
subgroup of fl C 0’i . For this case Sibuya [6] proved that P = 2 for 
every matrix A E 6Tl . 
3. EXPONENTIALS IN ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
Theorem 1 in the previous section asserts the existence of a positive 
integer P for which AP lies on the range of the exponential map, for each 
matrix A in an abelian algebraic group GY. In this section we allow (2 to be 
any algebraic matrix group, and, more significantly, we bound the power 
P in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrix A. However, our result is not 
as strong as that for abelian algebraic groups in that we do not offer 
a uniform upper bound for P depending only on the group @. 
We recall that each matrix A E GL(n, R) has a unique product decom- 
position 
A=SlJ, for S and U in GL(n, F!), 
where S is semisimple (that is, diagonalizable over the complex field), 
U is unipotent (that is, U = I + N where N is nilpotent), and SU = US 
holds. This decomposition is merely a restatement of the reduction of A 
to complex Jordan canonical form, say QAQ-l for some Q E GL(n, C). 
In this case 
QSQ-’ = diag(ple2viS1, p2e2niez,..., p,e2niSn}, 
where pkeznie k are the eigenvalues of A and we normalize the notation 
so pk > 0 and 0 < ok < 1. Also the unipotent factor Q UQ-i = I + N, 
where the nilpotent matrix N has l’s on some positions of the first 
superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
The particular feature of the Jordan product decomposition A = SU 
of importance here, is that: if A lies in an algebraic group G! then so do S 
and U lie in 0! (see [3]). M ore specifically, for each matrix A E GL(n, W) 
we define {A) to be the Z-closure in GL(n, R) of the cyclic group gener- 
ated by A, so {A} is an abelian algebraic group. Clearly from the decom- 
position A = SU we conclude that {S) and {U} are each algebraic 
subgroups of {A}. 
We use the above product decomposition to reduce much of our 
argument of this section to the following two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A E GL(n, R) be semisimple with positive eigenvalues 
{Pl > P2 >-*-9 p,> with pk > 0, so A = Q-l diag{p, ,..., p,)Q, for some 
Q E GL(n, R). Then 
At = Q-r diag{pi,..., pnt}Q, for tER, 
is a l-parameter subgroup of the algebraic group (A}, passing through A at 
t = 1. 
Proof. First assume that A = diag(p, ,..., p,] with pk > 0. Then it 
is evident that A” = diag(prl,..., pmt} is a l-parameter subgroup of 
GL(n, R), and we seek to show that At lies in the algebraic group {A}. 
Let F(X,,) be a real polynomial in n2 indeterminants, which vanishes 
for X in the algebraic variety V in KY”, where (A} = V n GL(n, R). 
We shall prove that F(A”) = 0 f or all real t. Since this argument will be 
valid for every polynomial in the ideal defining the algebraic variety V, 
we shall conclude that Al E V A GL(n, R) = {A}. 
If we restrict the indeterminant matrix X = Xii to special matrices 
with Xij = 0 for i # j, that is, if we evaluate F on diagonal matrices 
diag{x, ,..., xJ, we obtain a real polynomialf(x) in n indeterminants 
and we abbreviate each term by C,xj with the real coefficient Cj = 
C.j,***j, and the degree / j / = jr + +** + j, . Then, since A and all its 
integral powers annihilate F, 
f(Plt, P‘A.., pnq = 5 cil..+, [ p:l . . . p> It = 5 Cj 1 pi It = 0 
Iii=0 Iii=0 
for t = 0, *l, &2 ,... . We seek to prove that f(p”) = 0 for all real 1. 
We assume that f(x) + 0, for otherwise F vanishes on all diagonal 
matrices. 
Among the terms Ci ( pj 1 with nonzero coefficient Ci let ( pk 1 = 
1 & . . . pi= / be the maximum of the positive numbers 1 pi 1 appearing 
inf(p). If there are several terms with the same magnitude 1 pk I, collect 
these together inf(p) and denote the corresponding term by 
ck 1 pk 1 + ck’ 1 pk’ 1 + *‘- = vk I pk 1. 
We assume +?k # 0, for otherwise such terms will vanish when p is 
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replaced by pt for all t E [w, in which case we turn to the next greatest 
value 1 pk”’ 1 among the / pi / of f(p), and continue this descent until 
some Vkcl, # 0, or we concludef(p”) = 0 for t E R. 
Thus suppose 
f(g) =GfJpyt+... =o, for t = 0, *l, +2 ,..., 
where %?k # 0 and / pk / is greater than the succeeding 1 pj (. Suppose 
i pk j > 1. For large integers t > 0, the term / Vk I ( pk / 1 > 0 dominates 
the remaining terms off(p”), and sof(p”) # 0 for large integers t. This 
contradiction shows that 1 pk / < 1, and so j pj I < 1 for all terms of 
f(p). But a similar argument for integers t < 0 shows that every term 
vj I Pj I inf(p) must have j pj j = 1. Therefore 
f(pt) = Gfk [ pk jt = v, = 0 
and 
.f(PV = 0 for all t E R. 
In this case the lemma is proved. 
Now assume that A can be diagonalized so 
A = Q-l diagh ,..., P,JQ, for some Q E GL(n, R). 
Define the l-parameter subgroup in GL(n, R) 
At = Q-l diag(plt,..., pnt}Q for te(W, 
and we seek to prove that At E {A}. Let F(X,,) be one of the real poly- 
nomials in n2 indeterminants defining the variety I’, where (A) = 
V n GL(n, R). Th e 1 emma will be proved if we can prove thatF(A1) = 0 
for all real t. 
Using the matrix Q we perform an invertible linear coordinate trans- 
formation in !R”” by 
Y = QXQ-’ or X = Q-lYQ. 
The polynomial F(X) vanishes at a point X0 E UP2 if and only if the 
rly;mial E(Y) = F(Q-lYQ) vanishes at Y, = QX,,Q-l. Since 
i r ,..., p,] = QAQ-l we note that 
P(diag{pt}) = 0 
607/1113-7 
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for t = 0, f 1, &2 ,... . Then the argument given above shows that 
P(diag{pl}) = 0 f or real t. Therefore Al annihilates each polynomial F(X) 
which defines the algebraic group {A) = V n GL(n, R). Hence A” E {A}, 
as required. Q.E..D. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E GL(n, W) b e unipotent so A = I + N where N 
is nilpotent. Then 
At = exp(t log A), for t E R, 
is a l-parameter subgroup of the algebraic group {A), passing through A 
at t= 1. 
Proof. Use power series to define 
IogA =N--+N2+~N3--&N4+... 
and 
At = exp(t log A) = I + t[N - $N2 + em.1 + $- [N - iN2 + ***I2 + *** . 
Since N is nilpotent, all these series are finite. Moreover each entry in At 
is a real polynomial in the single real variable t. Clearly A” is a l-parameter 
subgroup of GL(n, E-I), with A’ = A at t = 1. We must prove that A’ 
lies in the algebraic group {A}, for all t E R. 
Let F(X,,) be a real polynomial in n2 indeterminants, vanishing on 
the real algebraic variety V’, where {A) = V n GL(n, R). Then 
F(At) = 0 for t = 0, &I, f2,... 
and we seek to verify this equality for all real t. Now each entry of F(A”) 
is a real polynomial, say fii(t), in a single real variable t. Also 
fi&) = 0 for t = 0, fl, f2 ,... . 
But a real polynomial in a single real variable t, vanishing for all integral 
values oft, must vanish for all real t. ThusF(Al) = 0 for all real t. 
This argument shows that A” E V, for all real t, and so A’ E (A}. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E GL(n, R) have eigenvalues 
{p1e22nie1, p2e2nie2,.. ., pne2*jon) 
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where all pi > 0 and 0 < 6, < 1. Consider the rational vector space 
generate by (1, 0, , 0s ,..., e,} and let {I, 8, , e2 ,..., 0,) be a basis. Then, in 
terms of this basis, 
ek = ak + i pkzol , for k = r + l,..., n. 
2=1 
Choose the positive integer P so that 
P%+1 9 pff,+z ,..., %a 
are each an integer. 
Then AP lies on a I-parameter subgroup of the algebraic group (A}. 
Proof. The matrix A generates a cyclic group whose Z-closure in 
GL(n, R) is the abelian algebraic group {A}. Then, for the unique 
product decomposition A = SU = US, where S is semisimple and 
U = I + N is unipotent, both S and U, as well as {S) and {U>, lie in {A). 
Since {A} is abelian, it would be sufficient to construct l-parameter 
subgroups St and Ut, lying in {A) and passing through S and U at 
t = 1. In this case At = StUt would be the required l-parameter 
subgroup of {A), passing through A at t = 1. By Lemma 2 the 1 -param- 
eter subgroup U1 C (U} C (A} is available, but we shall construct a 
l-parameter subgroup of {A} through Sp, rather than through S. Hence 
we shall construct a l-parameter subgroup of {A) through AP. 
Therefore the theorem reduces to the construction of a l-parameter 
subgroup of {A} through the matrix S p. Take a complex diagonalization 
Sp = Q-’ &ag{plpe2”iPe~,..., pnpe2niPen} 
for some Q E GL(n, C). Here pip > 0 but the frequencies Pej > 0 are 
not reduced mod 1. We factor S = S,S, = S,S, by 
S, = Q-’ diag{p, ,..., p,,}Q = Q-’ diag{p}Q 
S, = Q-’ diag{ezni’l,..., e2”ie*}Q = Q-’ diag{e2”“‘}Q, 
so 
sp = slps2p. 
We shall later construct l-parameter subgroups of {A} through SIP and 
Ssp. But first we must show that S, and S, each lie in the algebraic 
group {A}. 
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Consider the matrix transformation X ---t Y = QXQ-’ as an 
invertible linear map of GL(n, C) onto itself. We regard GI = {A} as a 
subgroup of GL(n, @), using the obvious embedding of GL(n, [w) in 
GL(n, C) (that is, treat a real number as a complex number with zero 
imaginary part). Further denote the image of GZ, under X -+ Y, by d 
Both UZ and d are closed Lie subgroups (not algebraic groups) in 
GL(n, C). We shall prove that the diagonal matrices diag{p} and 
diag{ezffie} each lie in 6?, which implies that S, and S, lie in 6!?. 
Let F(X,,) be any real polynomial in n2 indeterminants vanishing on 
the real algebraic variety V, where {.1) = V n GL(n, R). Then a 
complex matrix X0 E GL(n, C) annihilates F if and only if Y,, = QX,Q-’ 
annihilates the complex polynomial P(Y) = F(Q-‘YQ). We begin by 
verifying that diag{p} and diag{ezVis} each annihilate fl (from which we 
deduce only that these matrices lie in the image of the complex algebraic 
variety in GL(n, C) determined by the ideal of V). 
Since diag{peznie) lies in the closed group 68 C GL(n, C), we note that 
$(diag(pte2”iet}) = 0 for t = 0, &l, f2 ,... . 
Write the polynomial P(diag(pe2nie)) considering p1 ,..., fn and e2nie1,.. , 
e2nien as 2n indeterminants, for the moment. This yields the expression 
f-(&ag(pe2”ie}) = cl I &$s . . . p2 1 e2~i(wl+-~+bd + . . . 
for complex coefficients C, ,... and nonnegative fixed integers k, ,.. ., k, 
and jr j ,**a, 12 3 etc. Now compute 
fl(diag{p”e2viet)) = cl 1 $ . . . p> it e2+(wl+-.+w,)t + . . . = 0 
for t = 0, 51, +2 ,... . We shall show that this equality remains valid 
when all p1 ,..., pn are replaced by the value 1. 
Let 1 pi] *a* pk,. 1 be the greatest of such products that occur in the poly- 
nomial 6’(diag(pe2”ie}) in the above expression. Suppose / p:l a** pkn I > 1, 
k and consider the term C, I p:’ *a* fnn / e 6 2~~w1+-+eA)6 for large integers t. 
Note that certain integral multiples of the number (O,jl + *** + 8, j,) 
are very near to zero, when reduced mod 1. Then, for such large integers t, 
and this term dominates all the other terms in fl(diag{pe2mU}), so that it 
cannot vanish for all large integers t. 
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Thus we conclude that 
I P: -*p;/ < 1. 
If there were several terms in P(diag{pe2Vis}) with the same value 
I p:l . . . pJ$ 1 = 1 &’ ... &L’ 1 etc., then we proceed as in Lemma 1 and 
collect these terms together and note that the total coefficient is a complex 
polynomial in the variables e2nie, say q(e2ffis). Again suppose / p$.*. pkn / > 1, 
and choose large integers t such that q(e2Wisl) closely approximates q(e2nie), 
which is possible since an almost periodic function has integral almost- 
periods. Then P(diag{pte2Viet}) = 0 implies that q(e2mie) = 0. Thus there 
can be no term in P(diag{pe2Vie}) with I pf1 *** pkn / > 1, unless its total 
coefficient vanishes. 
A similar statement holds for terms with / p$ a** p? 1 < 1. Thus every 
term of P(diag{pe2mie}), in which some product of pI ,..., pn enters effec- 
tively, must have I pt1 -em pkm / = 1. Hence we can replace all the numbers 
PI Y P2 ,..., pn by the value 1, and still maintain the equality 
E(diag{e2miet}) = 0, for t = 0, *l, f2 ,... . 
It still remains to prove that S, = Q-ldiag(e211ie}Q is a real matrix, 
before we can conclude that S, E GZ. Since St = Q-l diag{pte2rriet)Q is real, 
for integral t, the complex conjugate St = St. That is, 
Q-I diag(pte2niet}Q = Q-1 &ag{$e-2”iet}p 
or 
Q-8-l &ag{pte2”iet) Q~-1diag{p-te2”iet) - I = 0. 
Each entry of this above reality condition is a polynomial in the variables 
p” and p-l, with almost periodic coefficients involving e2niet and e-2niet. 
By the same argument as applied earlier to the polynomialP, we conclude 
that the reality condition must still hold when all numbers p1 ,..., pn are 
replaced by the value 1. Thus S, = Q-l diag(e2nie}Q is a real matrix, and 
S, E GY. In addition S, = SS;l is real and S, E a. 
By Lemma 1 there is a l-parameter subgroup Sit in {S,} C GZ, passing 
through S, at t = 1. Then, for the given positive integer P, SiPt' or 
(S,P)t is a l-parameter subgroup in GY, passing through Sip at t = 1. 
Finally we seek a l-parameter subgroup (S2p)t of a, passing through 
S2p at t = 1. In fact, we shall obtain a l-parameter subgroup 3,” in the 
60711 r/3-7* 
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closed Lie group d C GL(n, C), passing through sap = QSapQ-’ = 
diag{e2nielP,. . . , ean@nP} 
s2 = QS,Q-’ E d 
at t = 1. This plan is feasible since S, E 0! implies 
0 
generated by ,!?2p 
ur method will be to show that the cyclic group 
is dense in the metric topology in a certain toral 
subgroup p C GL(n, C). Since d is closed in GL(n, C), we have p C d 
Since the exponential map is surjective onto a toral group ?‘r, there will 
be a l-parameter subgroup in p, passing through s2p. 
Consider the n-toral group pn = S x S x *** x S1 C GL(n, C), having 
angular coordinates diag{ezaiwl, e2niaz ,..., egnimn} or (qr, v2 ,..., q,) mod 1. 
In fi the matrix s, is specified by the coordinates y1 = 0, , y2 = 
e 2 >“., v’n - - en , and s2p by v1 = PO, , v2 = PO, ,..., v’n = PB, (mod 1). 
Since Pe, , pe, ,..., PO,, , I are rationally independent, the cyclic group 
generated by s2p has a closure Fr in pn which projects onto the r-toral 
subgroup coordinatized by (vi , v2 ,..., y7 , 0,O ,..., 0), using the obvious 
homomorphic projection of fi. We shall prove that rfr is isomorphic 
with the r-toral subgroup (yi , P)~ ,..., v,, , 0, 0 ,..., 0). 
Suppose (~J~O,..., v~O, vi+1 ,.-, v,‘) and (vlo,.-, T,.‘, &+I ,..-, 63 are two 
distinct points of ?“r with the same first r-coordinates. Then there are 
sequences (s28)7d and (s2py~, a pproaching these distinct points of ?“‘, 
as the integral sequences 1 TV 1 and 1 ud 1 + co. Also 1 7t - ul j 3 1 for 
/ = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... . Then (,!?2p)7d-ot approaches the point (0, 0 ,..., 0, 
&+1- $+1 ,***> 9)m’ - &). But the dependence of e,.,, ,..., en. on 8i ,..., 0,) 
1 guarantees that 
P6+1 = te,Pl + .** + K,lPf4 
PB, 1 flnlPB1 + ... + f!ln'P9, (mod 1) 
for fixed rational numbers /3. Hence 
(71 - q)Pej + 0 forfixed 1 \C~<Y 
implies that the same limit holds for each Y + 1 < j < 71. Therefore 
&+I - $+I = o,..., P)*’ - P):: = 0 
and so the homomorphism of the compact Lie group p onto the r-torus 
(Vl ,***> qr 9 0, o,..., 0) is actually an isomorphism. Thus p is an r-toral 
group. 
Since the exponential map on ?‘r is surjective, the matrix sgp lies on 
a l-parameter subgroup of p C d Thus S2p lies on a l-parameter 
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subgroup, denoted by A’[“, in the real matrix group GI C GL(n, II). 
Putting all the factors together within the abelian group GI = {A}, we 
compute Apt = S,PtS,P”Upt as the required l-parameter subgroup of {A}, 
passing through AP at t = 1. Q.E.D. 
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